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Abstract
Today users’ identities and related data are stored in siloes, centralised servers across
organizations and are vulnerable to hacking. Repetitive account creation for different
applications (e.g. marketplaces), and personal information (often outdated) stored in various
services are some other drawbacks of that approach. Distributed/Self-sovereign identities
supported by decentralised systems come as a solution for those issues and facilitate
interoperability ensuring security and compliance with the privacy regulation.
This document describes the specifications and a reference implementation of a distributed
Identity and Access Management system for an i3-Market federation of data marketplaces,
providing authentication among all the marketplaces and authorization to access i3Market
Backplane resources.
This deliverable provides technical specification, also explains the main technical contributions
with regard to the state of the art provided by the different building blocks designed and
developed as part of task 3.1.
The objective of the i3-Market IAM system is to provide a user-centric authentication based
on Self-sovereign Identity (SSI) and following standardization efforts like W3C Decentralised
Identifiers (https://w3c-ccg.github.io/did-spec) and W3C Verifiable Claims Working Group
(https://www.w3.org/2017/vc), but also to allow wide commercial acceptance and compliance,
maintaining compatibility with wide adopted standards like OpenID Connect (OIDC) and
current service-centric authentication.
The reference implementation of the i3-Market IAM system is based on the selected opensource technologies for SSI (Uport), OIDC (panva/node-oidc-provider) and standard IAM
(Keycloak).
The user-centric authentication is provided by the Verifiable Credentials micro service and the
OIDC SSI Provider micro service developed using Uport libraries, while the service-centric
authentication is provided by Keycloak
The choice of Uport as SSI technology has been driven from the maturity and readiness level
respect of the other state of the art technologies evaluated (Hyperledger Aries, Sidetree) and
for the compatibility to the blockchain chosen for i3-Market (Hyperledger BESU).
At this moment Uport has been dismissed and replaced by Veramo technology so the Usercentric Authentication component will be migrated to this new technology for the second
release (R2) of the project.
Moreover current official European Commission’s initiatives about Blockchain and SelfSovereign Identity like EBSI and ESSIF will be evaluated to verify possible integrations or
synergies.
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1 About This Document
The scope of this deliverable is to describe the technical requirements and the specification of
the reference implementation for the Identity and Access Management system of i3-Market
Backplane based on the Self Sovereign Identity paradigm.
The idea behind these specifications is to provide Self Sovereign Identity capabilities, based
on Distributed Identity and Verifiable Credentials concepts, maintaining the most used
authentication and authorization flows and standards in this moment, to facilitate the
integration of stakeholders’ applications and incentivize a wide adoption.

1.1 Deliverable context
Project item

Objectives

Exploitable
results
Work plan
Milestones
Deliverables

Relationship

TO.1 Research and development of an innovative Selfsovereign identity and access management system enabling
security and privacy for sharing/trading industrial data
ER1 Marketplace Backplane
ER3 Knowledge assets
WP3, Task 3.1
MS2
This deliverable will serve as input for the following internal
deliverables :
I3.41 : Secure data access API specification and reference
implementation for secure data access SDK
I4.11 : Decentralised Storage specification and reference
implementation
I4.31 : Backplane API implementation and documentation
I4.51 : Backplane Operation specification, implementation and
documentation
I4.71 : i3-MARKET SDK and Marketplace Reference
Implementation

Risks
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2 Background
This chapter introduces which are the most used techniques and the most popular standards
to implement the authentication and authorization flows. Section 2.1 will introduce the main
concepts about OAuth. Section 2.2 will deal with JSON Web Token and how these
standardized access tokens ensure the secure exchange of data between two parties. Section
2.3 describes the state-of-the-art technologies that implement distributed identity. Section 2.4
deals with the technologies that implement the Self Sovereign Identity model. Section 2.6
introduces the technology used to develop the solution, the main concepts and the libraries
used to manage the verifiable credentials.

2.1 OAuth 2.0
The OAuth 2.0 authorization framework is a protocol that allows a user to grant a third-party
web site or application access to the user's protected resources [3]. In this framework, a client
requests access to resources controlled by the resource owner and hosted by the resource
server. Instead of using the resource owner's credentials to access protected resources, the
client obtains an access token, and optionally, a refresh token. An access token is a basically
a string denoting a specific scope, lifetime, and other attributes. Since access tokens have a
lifetime, they can expire. The refresh tokens contain the information needed to obtain a new
access token. Therefore, whenever an access token required to access a specific resource
and the access token has expired, the client can use a refresh token to obtain a new access
token issued by the authorization server. The access token is provided by the client to access
the protected resources hosted by the resource server. When an application authenticates
with OAuth to the third-party web site or application, it specifies the scopes that are needed
for that application.
If the user authorizes those scopes, then the access token will represent these authorized
scopes and it can be used to access the protected resources.

2.1.1 OAuth Entities
In the OAuth2 protocol there are five entities involved:
•

Resource Owner: it is the entity that can grant access to a protected resource.
Typically, this is the end-user.

•

Client: it is the application requesting access to a protected resource on behalf of the
Resource Owner. Typically, this is a single page application or a native/mobile
application. In the case of machine-to-machine authorization, the Client is also the
Resource Owner.

•

Resource Server: it is the server hosting the protected resources. This is the API you
want to access.

•

Authorization Server: it is the server that authenticates the Resource Owner and issues
access tokens.

•

User Agent: agent used by the Resource Owner to interact with the Client. Typically,
a browser or a native application.
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In general, an authorization process can be described as follows:
1. The Client application sends an authorization request to the Authorization Server to
access a protected resource
2. The Resource Owner, i.e. the user, grants the access to the resource
3. The Authorization Server returns an access token to be used in all subsequent
requests.
Going into detail, this process differs according to the type of grant used. A grant type is a ow
to get an access token. There are different types of grants, suitable for different purposes.
Deciding which is the most suitable depends mainly on the type of application, but other
parameters also matter, such as the level of trust for the customer or the user experience of
the application. There are four grant types in OAuth 2.0. They are as follows:
•

Authorization Code Flow: used by Web Apps executing on a server. This is also used
by mobile apps, using the Proof Key for Code Exchange (PKCE) technique.

•

Implicit Flow with Form Post: used by JavaScript-centric apps (Single-Page
Applications) executing on the user's browser.

•

Resource Owner Password Flow: used by highly trusted apps.

•

Client Credentials Flow: used for machine-to-machine communication.

2.1.2 Authorization Code Flow with Proof Key for Code Exchange (PKCE)
The Authorization Code grant is the most used flow, as it is used by applications that operate
directly on protected resources owned by the user, through scopes. To use this flow, the
application must have been previously registered with the Authorization Server. To register a
client application on the authorization server, usually only a few parameters need to be
provided, in particular the name of the client application, a redirect URI that will be used to
inform the application that the user has authorized the request and another redirect URI for
the logout operation, which usually redirects to the page of login. During registration, the
authorization server assigns to the application a client ID and a client secret, which will be
used during the authorization process. To access a specific resource during the authentication
flow, the application must indicate the list of required "authorizations", called scopes. Scopes
are normally defined by the Resource Server. Based on the scopes communicated, the access
token will have different permissions to retrieve various resources from the Resource Server.
The required steps to perform the authentication process are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 : Authorization Code Flow with Proof Key for Code Exchange (PKCE)
The flow begins with the user making a login request on the client application (1). The client
application, through the OAuth SDK, creates a cryptographically random code verifier and
from this then generates a code challenge (2).
The code verifier is a cryptographic random string with a minimum of 43 characters and a
maximum of 128 characters. The code challenge is created by SHA256 hashing the code
verifier. The resulting hash is then encoded in Base64URL. Usually, the SDK saves these
parameters in the browser's local storage, which is a key/value data store available in each
user's browser. As with cookies, the local storage can only store string data for keys and
values. Next, the OAuth SDK redirects the user to the OAuth authorization server at the
endpoint /authorize (3). In this first call the code challenge must be attached. When the call is
received, the OAuth authorization server redirects the user to the login and authorization
prompt (4). There are many ways to implement the login and authorization prompt.
The simplest way is to use username/password but alternatively it is possible to connect
external Single Sign On services for example. The user authenticates using one of the
configured access options and can see a consent page that lists the permissions OAuth will
give to the application (5).
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Once the data for authentication has been entered by the user and the response has been
sent back, the OAuth authorization server stores the code challenge. Then it redirects the user
to the application with an authorization code (6), which is valid only for one use and is used to
be exchanged with tokens. The OAuth SDK then sends the authorization code and code
verifier (previously created in step 2) to the OAuth authorization server, at the endpoint /token
(7). In step (8) the OAuth authorization server checks the code challenge and code verifier,
thus calculating the hash and verifying the correspondence between them. If nothing went
wrong, the OAuth authorization server responds with an ID token and an access token (9). It
is a good practice to configure a refresh token as well, for the reasons detailed at the beginning
of this section. The client application can use the access token to call the protected APIs (10).
The token is usually embedded in the HTTP request header as a bearer token. In step (11)
the API will respond with the requested resource.
PKCE extension
The OAuth2 framework was designed from the ground up to be extensible. In fact, since its
beginning, various evolutions have been introduced to deal with potential safety problems or
increase its functionality. One of these is PKCE, an extension designed to make the
Authorization Code grant more secure and limit the likelihood of the Authorization Token being
intercepted. PKCE does not introduce any new requests, but only provides for the use of
additional parameters in standard requests. In this way, clients can still use the PKCE
extension even if the server doesn't support it. The PKCE extension integrates with the
standard authorization code ow in the following steps:
•

In step (2) of Figure 2.1, the client application the code verifier code challenge as
described before

•

In step (3), the code challenge is included in the authorization token generation request

•

In step (7), the client application sends the request to generate the access token,
including the authorization token and the code verifier

•

In step (8), the authorization server, before generating the tokens, verifies that the code
verifier corresponds to the code challenge sent previously, applying the hash function

The advantage of this extension is that if the authorization token is intercepted, it cannot be
used anyway, because the request for the access token depends on the code verifier
generated initially.

2.2 JSON Web Token (JWT)
The JSON Web Token (JWT) is an open standard (RFC 7519) that defines a schema in JSON
format for exchanging information between various services [2]. The generated token can be
signed (with a secret key that only those who generate the token know) using the HMAC
algorithm, or using a pair of keys (public / private) using the RSA or ECDSA standards. JWTs
are widely used to authenticate requests in Web Services and OAuth 2.0 authentication
mechanisms where the client sends an authentication request to the server, the server
generates a signed token and returns it to the client who, from that moment on, will use to
authenticate subsequent requests. The structure of the token consists of 3 fundamental parts:
•

Header

•

Payload

•

Signature
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The header contains two main information: the type of token (in this case valued to JWT
because it is a JSON Web Token) and the type of encryption algorithm used.
{
"alg": "HS256",
"typ": "JWT"
}
The payload contains the interchange information. It is possible to categorize them into three
blocks:
•

registered parameters: they are predefined properties that indicate information about
the token (issuer, audience, expiration, issued at, subject)

•

private parameters: here it is possible to enter new fields, such as verifiable claims,
having full extensibility thanks to the JSON structure

•

public parameters: they refer to parameters defined in the IANA JSON Web Token
Registry, they can be compiled at will by paying attention to the content that is entered
to avoid conflicts with the registered and private parameters

{
"iss": "app_name",
"name": "Mario Rossi",
"iat": 1540890704,
exp": 1540918800,
"user": {
"profile": "editor"
}
}
The token is generated by encoding the header and payload in base 64 and joining the two
results by separating them by a ".", then the algorithm indicated in the header is applied to the
string obtained using a secret key. It is possible to verify and unpack a JWT online using the
official website.
Fortunately, it is not necessary to re-implement the encryption logic, there are many libraries
to generate JWT depending on the programming language. Security is guaranteed by the fact
that the token is signed with a server-side secret key, so if it is corrupted or modified by an
external agent, it will not pass validation.

2.3 OpenID Connect (OIDC)
OpenID Connect 1.0 is a simple identity layer on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol. It allows Clients
to verify the identity of the End-User based on the authentication performed by an
Authorization Server, as well as to obtain basic profile information about the End-User in an
interoperable and REST-like manner.
OpenID Connect allows clients of all types, including Web-based, mobile, and JavaScript
clients, to request and receive information about authenticated sessions and end-users. The
specification suite is extensible, allowing participants to use optional features such as
encryption of identity data, discovery of OpenID Providers, and session management, when it
makes sense for them.
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2.4 Decentralized Identity (DID)
Decentralized identifiers (DIDs) are a new type of identifier that enables verifiable,
decentralized digital identity. A DID identifies any subject (e.g., a person, organization, thing,
data model, abstract entity, etc.) that the controller of the DID decides that it identifies. In
contrast to typical, federated identifiers, DIDs have been designed so that they may be
decoupled from centralized registries, identity providers, and certificate authorities.
Specifically, while other parties might be used to help enable the discovery of information
related to a DID, the design enables the controller of a DID to prove control over it without
requiring permission from any other party. DIDs are URIs that associate a DID subject with a
DID document allowing trustable interactions associated with that subject.

2.5 Self-Sovereign Identity and Blockchain
Today users’ identities and related data are stored in siloes, centralised servers across
organizations and are vulnerable to hacking. Repetitive account creation for different
applications (e.g. marketplaces), and personal information (often outdated) stored in various
services are disadvantage of that approach.
Self-sovereign identities supported by decentralised systems come as a solution for the
following issues:
•

Identity and personal data are stored with the user

•

Claims and attestations can be issued and verified between users and trusted parties

•

Users selectively permission access to data

•

Data only needs to be verified a single time

Blockchain technology, proving decentralization, immutability and cryptographic security,
allow the creation of credentials that could be issued and verified without the need of a central
certification authority and could be owned by the end users and directly shared with third party
without involving the credential issuer.

2.6 Verifiable Credentials (VC)
As in the physical world, a credential is a set of information that identify an entity. In particular,
the information represents:
•

Information related to identifying the subject of the credential (for example, a photo,
name, or identification number)

•

Information related to the issuing authority (for example, a city government, national
agency, or certification body)

•

Information related to the type of credential this is (for example, a Dutch passport, an
American driving license, or a health insurance card)

•

Information related to specific attributes or properties being asserted by the issuing
authority about the subject (for example, nationality, the classes of vehicle entitled to
drive, or date of birth)

•

Evidence related to how the credential was derived

•

Information related to constraints on the credential (for example, expiration date, or
terms of use).
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A verifiable credential can represent all of the same information that a physical credential
represents. The addition of technologies, such as digital signatures, makes verifiable
credentials more tamper-evident and more trustworthy than their physical counterparts.
Holders of verifiable credentials can generate verifiable presentations and then share these
verifiable presentations with verifiers to prove they possess verifiable credentials with certain
characteristics.
Both verifiable credentials and verifiable presentations can be transmitted rapidly, making
them more convenient than their physical counterparts when trying to establish trust at a
distance

Figure 2 : Verifiable Credentials model
Verifiable credentials are useful in a Self-Sovereign Identity ecosystem because they assert
information about the user to whom a credential is issued and can be directly verified by any
third party with involving the Issuer. In the context of the project, users are asked to disclose
verifiable credentials, which attest particular attributes issued by a specific Data Marketplace.
The certified attributes and permissions are used to obtain an OAuth access token that allows
the use of Backplane services or access to resources in the marketplace. Verifiable credentials
are therefore used as proof method in the authorization flow. If a credential is valid, it means
that the user is authorized to access a resource or service that requires the holding of that
credential. For this reason, a service that generates verifiable credentials is necessary. Once
a verifiable credential is saved by users in their wallets, anyone who receives the verifiable
credential and has access to the DID of the users can then confirm that the verifiable credential
has been issued by a trusted server and has not been revoked for some reason.
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3 System Specification
3.1 Objectives
The following are the high level capabilities provided by the SSI & IAM Subsystem
1. User-centric authentication: authentication of users based on Self Sovereign Identity
paradigm
2. Service-centric authentication: authentication of clients and users based on a standard
OIDC/OAuth Identity and Access management system

3.1.1 Task Objectives R1
A prototype of User-centric authentication and Service-centric authentication functionalities
has been delivered at R1 (Dec 2020).
A final implementation will be delivered at R2 (Dec 2022).

3.2 Context
From picture below, Task 3.1 encompasses the SSI & IAM Subsystem block which interacts
with following two building blocks:
-

Data storage system, the Semantic Engine System will use the Data Storage system,
in particular the Decentralized Data Storage component, for recording DID document

-

Backplane system, the SSI & IAM Subsystem will be used from the Backplane system
for authenticating and authorizing users and clients

-

Data Access system, the SSI & IAM Subsystem will be used from the Data Access
system for authenticating and authorizing users and clients

Figure 3 : Backplane architecture
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3.3 Building block big picture V1
For task 3.1 see below the specific component diagram

Figure 4 : SSI & IAM Components
The SSI & IAM subsystem is in charge of providing both “User-centric Authentication” and
“Service-centric Authentication” capabilities.
Inside, we can find:
- “User-centric Authentication” component, responsible of providing the management of
Self-Sovereign Identity based on DID and VC and the compatibility with OIDC standard
- “Service-centric Authentication” component, responsible of providing authentication and
authorization of users and client with standard OIDC/OAuth flows, integrating the User-centric
Authentication component

3.3.1 Building block R1
A prototype of User-centric authentication and Service-centric authentication component has
been delivered at R1 (Dec 2020).
A final implementation will be delivered at R2 (Dec 2022).
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4 Technical Requirements
In this chapter the technical requirements for the SSI & IAM subsystem are described. These
requirements have been collected using Trello Boards system taking into account functional
use cases reported in deliverable “D2.2 Use case definition V1” and general requirement
reported in deliverable “D2.3 Requirement specification V1”.

4.1 Actors
Table 1: Actors of the system
Name
Data Provider

Description
Actor who receives raw data from Data Owners and push it to
the Marketplace

Labels
Data Provider

Data Owner

Actor that generates the data, and therefore ultimate owner of
the data. Data Owners has to accept Data Requests to
generate contracts which leads to share the data with Data
Consumers

Data Owner

Data Consumer

Consumes data shared from Data Owners Has to create Data
Requests through the Data Discovery in order to Data Owners
to accept them. Data Consumers receive only the data they
want

Data Consumer

Administrator

Manages the Marketplace and its users

Administrator

4.2 User Centric Authentication
4.2.1 Epics
Table 2: Epics of User-centric Authentication
Name
DID Management.

Description
A decentralized system which enables several key actions by three
distinct entities: the Controller, the Relying Party, and the Subject.
Controllers create and control DIDs, while Relying Parties rely on
DIDs as an identifier for interactions related to the DID Subject.
The Subject is the entity referred to by the DID, which can be
anything: a person, an organization, a device, a location, even a
concept. Typically, the Subject is also the Controller.

Labels
Epic
Data Consumer
Data Marketplace
Data Provider
Data Owner
V1
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Name
Verifiable
Credentials
Management

Description

Labels

Verifiable Credential is a tamper-evident credential that has
authorship that can be cryptographically verified though a proof It Epic
can be used to share and prove something about the identity of a V1
User

Data Marketplace
Data Consumer
Data Provider
Data Owner

OIDC
client
compatibility

•
•
•

Staying backward compatible with existing OIDC
clients and OPs that implement the OIDC
specification to reach a broader community.
Adding scopes and validation rules based on VC
for OIDC clients to make full use of DIDs.
Not relying on any intermediary such as a traditional
centralized public or private OP while still being
OIDC-compliant.

V1
Epic
Data Marketplace

4.2.2 User stories
Table 3: User stories of User-centric Authentication
Name
Create DID

Description

Labels

As Subject I want to create a DID so I can manage my
User story
identity
Subject: Data Consumer, Data Provider, Data Owner

Data Consumer
Data Provider
Data Owner
V1

Present DID

As a User I want to present my DID to a Relying Party so
Data Consumer
that I can identify myself
User: Data Consumer, Data Provider, data Owner
Relying Party: Data Marketplace, Data Provider

Data Owner
Data Provider
User story
V1

Rotate DID

As a User I want to change the ownership of my DID so
that I can maintain my Identity if I change Identity Provider User story

Data Consumer
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Name

Description

Labels
Data Provider
Data Owner
V1

Delegate DID

As a User I want to delegate my DID so that I can make
User story
other DID able to act on behalf of me

Data Consumer
Data Provider
Data Owner
V1
Recover DID

As a User I want to recover my DID so that I can maintain
User story
my Identity even if I lose my proof of control
User: Data Consumer, Data Provider, Data Owner

Data Consumer
Data Provider
Data Owner
V1

Sign Assets

As a User I want to sign my assets so that I can
User story
demonstrate the authenticity of the asset
User: Data Consumer, Data Provider, Data Owner

Data Consumer
Data Provider
Data Owner
V1

Verify Asset Signature

As a User I want to verify asset signature so that I can
User story
authenticate the asset

Data Consumer

User: Data Consumer

Deactivate DID

V1

As a User I want to deactivate my DID so that I can delete
User story
my Identity
User: Data Consumer, Data Provider, Data Owner

Data Consumer
Data Provider
Data Owner
V1

Resolve DID

As a Data Marketplace I want to resolve DID so I can
retrieve from DID Document the information to Data Marketplace
authenticate DID Subject and verify data asset signature Data Provider

User story
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Name

Description

Labels
V1

Authenticate DID

As a Relying Party I want to authenticate DID so I can
User story
verify DID ownership
Data Marketplace
Relying Party: Data Marketplace/Data Provider
Data Provider
V1

Create
Credential

Verifiable

Issue Verifiable Credential

Receive
Credential

Verifiable

As Data Marketplace I want to create a Verifiable
User story
Credential so I can provide to a User an attestation of
her role
Data Marketplace

As Data Marketplace I want to issue a Verifiable
User story
Credential so I can attest something about my Users
Data Marketplace
As User I want to receive a Verifiable Credential so I
User story
can access Data Marketplace
Data Marketplace
Data Provider

Store Verifiable Credential

As User I want to store a Verifiable Credential so I use
User story
keep it and use it towards any Relying Party
Data Consumer
Data Provider
Data Owner

Request
Credential

Verifiable

As Data Marketplace/Data Provider I want to request
User story
Verifiable Credentials for the authenticated user so I
Data Consumer
can give the right access to my resources
Data Provider
Data Owner

Share
Credential

Verifiable

As User I want to share a Verifiable Credential so I can
User story
attest something towards Relying Party
Data Consumer
Data Provider
Data Owner

Verify
Credential

Verifiable

As User I want to receive a Verifiable Credential so I
User story
can access Data Marketplace
Data Marketplace
Data Provider
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Name

Description
As a Issuer I want to keep track of issued verifiable

Keep track of issued
Credentials so that I can monitor and revoke them
Verifiable Credentials

Labels
V1
User story
Data Marketplace

Revoke
Credential

Verifiable

As a Issuer I want to revoke a Verifiable Credentials so
V1
that it cannot be used
User story
Data Marketplace
As a Relying Party (RP) I want to authenticate users
V1
based on OIDC standards so that I don't have to
change my OIDC clients
User story

OIDC Authentication

RP: Data Marketplace, Data Provider

Data Marketplace
Data Provider

4.3 Service-centric Authentication
4.3.1 Epics
Table 4: Epics of Service-centric Authentication
Name

Description

Labels

Run a standard OpenID Connect relaying party (or OAuth2
Epic
client) on the backplane API.

Existing Identity
Provider integration

Data Marketplace
V1

4.3.2 User stories
Table 5: User stories of Service-centric Authentication
Name
Existing Identity
Provider
authentication

Description

Labels

As a Data Marketplace I want to authenticate my users using V1
approved external Identity Providers

User story
Data
Marketplace
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5 Sequence Diagrams
The following diagrams describe the processes involving the components of SSI & IAM
subsystem.
The diagrams assume that the user created and controls with his crypto wallet a distributed
identity using Ethereum DID Management

5.1 Identity Authentication
The following process describes how a self-sovereign identity is authenticated as managed
by a crypto wallet using Ethereum DID Management.

Figure 5 : Identity Authentication process
The User-centric Authentication component create a challengeRequest to retrieve the user’s
DID, then check the challengeResponse (signed by user’s wallet) to verify if the user controls
the DID retrieving the corresponding DID Document.
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5.2 User registration
The following process describes how a client application can register a self-sovereign identity
as i3Market user issuing a verifiable credential attesting his role.

Figure 6 : User registration process
After DID Authentication and the verification of additional information disclosed by the user
the client app issues a verifiable credential for that DID which attest the role of the user (Data
Consumer, Data Provider or both).
User’s wallet stores the credential locally and update the DID document.
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5.3 OIDC Authorization (Authentication code + PKCE)
The following process describes how a client application can be authorized by an i3Market
user to access a protected API and obtain information about the user using a standard OpenID
Connect Authentication code flow with PKCE.

Figure 7 : OIDC authorization process
User-centric authentication component is integrated in a standard OIDC IAM as federated
Identity Provider.
When the client application tries to call a protected resource without a valid access_token it is
redirected to the OIDC IAM authorization endpoint and then to User-centric Authentication
authorization endpoint showing the login page.
When the user logs in with is wallet an id_token is created with the DID and the VC associated
to the requested scopes and an authentication code is provided to the client to call the token
endpoint and receive a valid access_token, a refresh token ad the id_token.
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6 Solution Design
This section of the deliverable presents the implementation details of the SSI & IAM
components.

6.1 User-centric authentication
In order to provide authentication and authorization with distributed identity and verifiable
credentials, we implemented two Node.js micro services. The Verifiable Credential micro
service provides the APIs that implement the core functions to manage verifiable credentials,
namely issuing, verifying and revoking verifiable credentials, and a utility function. The OIDC
SSI Provider micro service provides the API to perform the authorization code flow with PKCE
using verifiable credentials as proof method.
In the reference architecture there are multiple instances of data marketplaces. Each of them
has its own OIDC SSI Provider and its own Verifiable Credential micro service to generate,
verify and revoke verifiable credentials. In relation to the roles of the W3C Recommendations
on verifiable credentials, the OIDC SSI Provider is the verifier, the Verifiable Credential micro
service is the issuer (with some extra features) and the user is clearly the holder of his
verifiable credentials. Each instance of the Verifiable Credential micro service has its own DID
and private key used to sign verifiable credentials. In this way, each verifiable credential, has
as its issuer the DID of the micro service that generated it. Similarly, for revocation, only the
micro service that generated a credential has the privilege to revoke it. The implemented
workflows related to the APIs are presented in the following subsections.
The modules are presented referring to a use case of the project. These components are
used for authentication and issuing / revoking / verifying verifiable credentials flows. Then
the description of the operation will follow these flows

6.1.1 DID management
DID Management is provided by uPort ethr-did library.
This library conforms to ERC-1056 and is intended to use Ethereum addresses as fully selfmanaged Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs).
Ethr-DID provides a scalable identity method for Ethereum addresses that gives any Ethereum
address the ability to collect on-chain and off-chain data.
This particular DID method relies on the Ethr-Did-Registry. The Ethr-DID-Registry is a smart
contract that facilitates public key resolution for off-chain (and on-chain) authentication. It also
facilitates key rotation, delegate assignment and revocation to allow 3rd party signers on a
key's behalf, as well as setting and revoking off-chain attribute data. These interactions and
events are used in aggregate to form a DID's DID document using the Ethr-Did-Resolver.
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Figure 8 : example of a DID document resolved
It supports the proposed Decentralized Identifiers spec from the W3C Credentials Community
Group.
This library has been integrated both in OIDC SSI Provider and Verifiable Credentials micro
services to resolve and authenticate DID interacting with the user’s wallet.
The library has been used by the Verifiable Credentials micro service to create and manage
the distributed identity issuing the credentials while the Distributed Identities of the users must
be created and managed by user’s wallet.

6.1.2 Verifiable Credential management
For the verifiable credential management the Verifiable Credentials micro service uses uPort
uport-credential library to generate the credentials and uport-transport library to provide the
credential to the user through a QR code.

6.1.3 Issue a Verifiable credential
The first scenario in which a Data Marketplace issue a Verifiable Credential to a user is the
registration process. In this scenario the micro service has to authenticate the DID of the user
and then issue for this DID a verifiable credential that certifies the role of the user, which can
be a data consumer, a data provider or both. The workflow for the registration process is
described in the figure below. The entities involved are the following:
•

the Identity Holder, that is the i3Market user

•

the User Agent, that is also the Client of the OIDC (i3Market Data Marketplace website)

•

the uPort application, which is the wallet in which credentials are stored

•

the Verifiable Credential micro service (i3Market Data Marketplace instance)

•

the i3Market Data Marketplace backend
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Figure 9 : User registration flow
At the beginning, the user enters his registration data (1), relating to a data consumer user or
a data provider. When a user is registered as a data consumer or data provider, he is
registered for all the sites of the i3Market consortium. For this reason, these two verifiable
credentials are issued exclusively by the i3Market Data Marketplace entity. These data are
entered on registration forms in a dedicated section of the i3Market Data Marketplace.
In order to know for which DID the verifiable credential should be issued, the i3Market Data
Marketplace must obtain the DID of the user. This part of the flow involves the Authenticate
API, which is specifically designed to retrieve the DID of a user who already has a wallet. In
particular, the i3Market Data Marketplace performs a GET to the authenticate API of the
Verifiable Credentials micro service (2) passing a callbackUrl parameter, which indicates the
URL where to send the DID as a response.
When the i3Market Data Marketplace initiates this API call, the Verifiable Credentials micro
service performs a createDisclosureRequest (3), through the uport-credential library.
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The response is finally encoded as a QR code via the uport-transport library and sent back
to the i3Market Data Marketplace as a response from the API. Then the QR code is shown
to the user on an HTML page of i3Market Data Marketplace (4)

Figure 10 : QR code displayed to obtain the user DID
At this point the user, through his uPort app, scans the QR code (5). The uPort app will
recognize the QR code and ask the user if they want to log in (6)

Figure 11 : uport login request to disclose the DID
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If the user agrees to login (7), the uPort app sends the following access token to the Verifiable
Credentials micro service (8) via callback. At this point the verifiable credentials service
performs an authenticate DisclosureResponse (9). This operation is also provided by the
uport-credential library. From the response it is possible to extract the DID of the user who has
logged in. Then, a redirect is performed to the callbackUrl passing the DID as a query
parameter (10). It will be the task of the i3Market Data Marketplace to manage this callback
route in order to intercept and save the DID.
The second part of the flow relates to the issue of a verifiable credential to certify that the user
is a data consumer. At a high level, issuing a uPort credential involves two steps:
•

Cryptographically signing user data on behalf of a uPort server application, i.e., the
Verifiable Credentials micro service

•

Send uPort credentials as a JWT to users via a QR code, push notification, or another
transport mechanism to the uPort app. In this implementation, the uport-transport
library was used to send credentials to the user's uPort app.

In order to create a verifiable credential, the i3Market Data Marketplace performs an API call
to the Verifiable Credentials service at the POST /credential/issue/{DID} endpoint (11),
communicating the user's DID just retrieved and the credential as form-data in the following
format:
{
"data_consumer": true
}
The i3Market Data Marketplace may request the issuance of credentials only relating to the
registration process, i.e., data consumer and data provider. All other credentials, relating to
the purchase of assets or services, can be requested by Data Providers. When the API is
called, the Verifiable Credential micro service performs the uPort createVerification function
(12), provided by the uport-credential library.
The QR code is then embedded into an HTML card and returned as API response to the
i3Market Data Marketplace. The Data Marketplace presents the QR code to the user (13),
displaying it in an HTML page, as presented in the figure below:

Figure 12 : Verifiable Credential QR Code
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The user can scan the QR code through the uPort app (14). At this point, the verifiable
credential already contains a subject, that is the DID of the user to whom this verifiable
credential is intended. If the QR code is scanned by another uPort app, i.e. by another user
with a different DID, the credential will not be saved in the wallet. In fact, uPort provides a
check on the recipient's DID, and saves in the wallet only the verifiable credential is actually
intended for the DID registered on the app. After the scan, a push notification will appear in
the uPort mobile app, containing the credential to accept.
When the uPort app receives the credential, it verifies its signature. Each Signed Message
has an “iss” attribute that contains a DID of the issuer. To resolve the public key of the
message, a did-resolver is used. uPort currently supports many DID methods such as ethr
(based on ERC-1056), uport (uport for legacy uPort identities) and muport (for an experimental
did resolver using IPFS and Ethereum). Being Hyperledger Besu the reference blockchain,
the users' DID is ethr. After the signature verification, the uPort app asks the user to accept
the credential (15). When the user accepts the credential (16), it will be saved in his wallet and
then be present and visible in the credentials tab, that contains the list of the credentials
registered in the app, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 13 : accept credential (left), credential list (right)
This credential can be disclosed in the login process with the i3Market Data Marketplace, as
proof that the user is a data consumer or a data provider.
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Figure 14 : issue Verifiable Credential flow
A scenario in which a verifiable credential is issued when the user did is already known is
related for example to the purchase of an asset or the subscription to a service. The process
of issuing a verifiable credential in the purchase scenario is shown in the figure above.
In order to issue a verifiable credential, the user is already registered in the marketplace. After
the login via the OIDC module on a data provider website, a data consumer user can purchase
assets or subscribe to services (1). At each purchase or subscription, the i3Market Data
Provider of that asset or service asks to the Smart Contract Manager to notarize the operation,
through a transaction on a smart contract (2). Notarization on smart contracts ensures that the
transaction is recorded with the necessary information, concerning for example the user, the
timestamp, the amount of tokens spent, and so on. After that, the Data Provider asks to its
instance of the Verifiable Credential micro service to issue a verifiable credential to certify that
particular purchase (3). The difference among these credentials lies in the JWT claims, which
assert different information about the users depending on the purchases they have done in
the marketplace. At the end of the flow, the user obtains the verifiable credential that certifies
the purchase or subscription. The verifiable credential is saved in the uPort app wallet. Once
a user has saved some credentials in his wallet, he can disclose them in authentication
requests, in order to certify that he holds the credentials needed to access resources or
services.

6.1.4 Revoke a Verifiable credential
As part of the process of working with verifiable credentials, it is not only necessary to issue
credentials, but sometimes it is also necessary to revoke them. The ability to revoke a
credential when it is no longer valid is a core function in a verifiable credential ecosystem. For
example, suppose an i3Market data provider issues a credential to access a service, and a
data consumer violates the terms of use. The data provider determines that the user has
violated the terms of use and, consequently, wants to suspend the access to the service. In
this way, the status of the verifiable credential needs to be changed and the next time a relying
party checks the status, they will be able to see that the user is no longer valid and
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consequently not authorized to access the service. In order to satisfy this requirement, an API
to revoke credentials has been implemented and the workflow to revoke a credential is
described with the figure below.

Figure 15 : revoke Verifiable Credential flow
At the beginning of the flow, the data provider calls the API of the verifiable credentials micro
service (1) communicating that a specific credential belonging to a user must be marked as
revoked. The verifiable credential to be revoked is passed through the body parameter in the
form { “JWT”: “eyJhbGc ..."}.
As an implementation choice, it was decided that only those who issued a credential are
allowed to revoke it. To satisfy this requirement, a check is made, if the issuer of the credential
is the address of the issuer then it proceeds, otherwise it immediately blocks the flow. When
the verifiable credentials micro service receives the API call, it writes the credential hash
through a transaction in a smart contract named RevocationRegistry (2), in order to keep track
of the action performed. Since the i3Market blockchain is an Ethereum-type blockchain, the
smart contract is written in solidity and its code is the following:

The smart contract RevocationRegistry provides two functions:
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•

a public function to revoke a credential;

•

a public function to check if a credential is in the revocation list, i.e., it has been
revoked.

The revoke function takes as input a string of 32 characters, and writes a record associating
it with the sender of the transaction, i.e., the address commits the line. In order to always have
32 characters, the credential before being marked on the smart contract is processed by a
SHA-3 cryptographic hash algorithm and the 32-character digest is written on the smart
contract.
The data structure of the smart contract is a private array of digest-address associations,
named revocations (line 5). Whenever a credential is added to the register, it is mapped via
the credential digest and the issuer of the transaction, i.e., the message sender. On that
mapping, the block number is written, i.e., the transaction counter id.
As an implementation choice, it was decided that only the service that issued a verifiable
credential can revoke it. This is to prevent third parties from revoking verifiable credentials that
they have not issued. In fact, it is reasonable that only the provider who grants access to the
service can eventually revoke it.
As it is possible to notice from the smart contract code, another requirement to be able to add
a verifiable credential in the smart contract is the fact that it is not already present in the register
(line 8), i.e., in the corresponding mapping there is not a block number indicating which
transaction added the credential. If it has not already been added, then it is possible to write
it (line 9). When the transaction is successfully added, an event is emitted (line 11), which
communicates the issuer of the transaction and the digest of the newly added credential in the
register (line 17).
A possible problem is the fact that this smart contract trusts that what is written to the registry
is actually a valid digest of a credential in JWT format. In this implementation, there is no kind
of access control list that allows only some addresses to write in the smart contract. In fact,
once a smart contract is deployed in blockchain, its public methods can be called from any
valid address. It is therefore possible that any address can call these methods and write nonconsistent information to the register. This problem can be solved with a list of trusted issuers
of transactions. In fact, it is possible to consider an issuer as trusted if it also implements the
correct cryptographic hash algorithms on the verifiable credential before writing it to the
register. These security enhancements will be added at a later stage of the project.

6.1.5 Verify a Verifiable credential
The verification is the process of evaluation of a verifiable credential, in order to determine
whether it is authentic and timely valid for the issuer or the presenter. This process includes
the following checks:
•

the credential conforms to the specification;

•

the proof method is satisfied, i.e., the cryptographic mechanism used to prove that the
information in a verifiable credential was not tampered;

•

the credential is not marked as revoked in the smart contract registry.

The uport-credential library provides the methods for the first two checks, while for the third it
is necessary to implement a call to the smart contract registry. The flow for verifying a
credential is described in the figure below.
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Figure 16 : Verify Verifiable Credential flow
In the implemented solution, in step 1) the data provider calls the verifiable credentials micro
service, specifying the credential in JWT format to be verified in the request body. Since
verifying the presence of a verifiable credential on the registry is an operation that does not
change the status of the credential, this can be done by any instance of the micro service. In
step 2) the verifiable credentials micro service checks that the issuer is valid and that the
credential is in a format that complies with the data provider's specifications. If there is no
problem with the credential, then it computes the hash of the credential using a SHA-3
cryptographic hash algorithms, which produces a 32-character digest. Then, in step 3), the
Verifiable Credential micro service calls the 'revoked' method of the smart contract registry,
specifying the issuer of the verifiable credential and the 32-character digest. The credential
issuer is specified in the JWT and since only the issuer of a credential has the permissions to
revoke it, it is sufficient to check that only his address, associated with the credential, is not
present in the register. As it is possible to see in the solidity code of the smart contract, detailed
in the previous section, this method returns the block number when it was revoked by `issuer`,
or 0 if it was not. In this way it is possible to know if the credential has been revoked or not.
This information is then returned as a response to the data provider, who will decide for himself
what the next steps will be, for example requesting the issuance of a new valid credential or
informing the user that he can no longer request access to that data or service. This API is
used in the integration of the OIDC identity provider. In fact, to authenticate a user on the basis
of the revealed credentials, a further check on the registry is necessary to ensure that the
credential is not revoked.

6.1.6 OIDC compatibility
The use of verifiable credentials allows the distributed and decentralized management of
users. In particular, users can use verifiable credentials issued as a certificate to obtain a token
necessary to access specific services or protected resources within the marketplace. In order
to retrieve the verifiable credentials and use them in an authorization process, a certified open
source Open ID Connect provider has been enhanced with uport-credential library. In this way,
users can be authenticated and authorized based on the verifiable credentials they hold.
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Figure 17 : Authorization flow
In step (1), the user wants to access a resource or service in the marketplace. The resources
and services are made available by data providers, who expect to receive a valid access token
and id token, with the necessary scope to access the resource or service. So, the first thing a
data provider website does is to initialize the authentication ow (2). The authentication with
Authorization Code flow + PKCE is done through an OAuth 2.0 SDK, which first generates a
code verifier and a code challenge. Specifically, the OAuth 2.0 SDK creates a
cryptographically-random code verifier and from this generates a code challenge. After that,
the authorization code + PKCE ow is initialized with the first call /authorize. The main
difference of this Open ID Connect provider compared to traditional ones is that it requires the
disclosure of verifiable credentials. To specify the credentials to be revealed, the scope field
is used.
The Open ID Connect provider has the following static scopes:
•

openid: Mandatory for the Open ID Connect standard. It returns the sub field of the id
token, and its value is the user did.

•

profile: It adds information about the user profile into the id token.

•

vc: It adds the field verifiable claims into the id token. Useful when the relying party
wants to check any information about the verifiable claims asked.
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Compared to the standard scope of Open ID Connect, the scopes added are vc and vce. On
the other hand, the standard email scope, which returns the user's email, is not present.
There are two different types of scopes:
•

vc:vc name: It asks the user for the specific verifiable claim vc name. It is optional, so
the user can decide whether to append it or not. If the issuer of the verifiable claim is
not trusted, it will be added into untrusted verifiable claims array of the id token. These
arrays are described in the end of this section.

•

vce:vc name: It asks the user for the essential verifiable claim with name: vc name. It
is mandatory, so if the user does not provide it or the issuer is untrusted, the login and
consent process will be cancelled.

After specifying in the scope field which credentials need to be disclosed, the OAuth SDK
initializes the authentication process, performing the call to the /authorize endpoint (3). The
Open ID Connect provider performs a selective disclosure request (4), using the uPort
libraries, and displays a QR code on the login page in the browser (5).

Figure 18 : OIDC login QR code

The user must then scan the QR code through their uPort app (6). At this point a notification
will appear on the app with the authentication request, specifying the credentials that must be
revealed (7). Pressing on Login, the fingerprint will be asked to authorize the disclosure of the
credentials (8).
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Figure 19 : Disclosure of the data consumer credentials and login with fingerprint
After the disclosure of the required credentials, a callback to the Open ID Connect provider
(9) follows. The Open ID Connect provider performs an authenticateDisclosureResponse, i.e.,
it checks if all the required verifiable credentials are present and if the verifiable credential
issuer is trusted (10). Subsequently it remains to check that the credentials are valid and not
revoked. In particular, the credentials are sent in JWT format through the verify (11) API, which
checks that they have not expired, calculates the hash and checks if they are present in the
Revocation Registry (12). It then returns the array of revoked or invalid credentials as a
response. If the response array is empty, then all credentials are valid. If all credentials are
valid, the Open ID Connect provider returns the authorization code to the OAuth SDK of the
i3market Data Provider (13). The Data Provider SDK performs POST /token (14). The code
verifier and code challenge are checked (15) and the id token and the access token are
returned to the Data Provider website (16). Now that the Data Provider website has a valid
access token, it can get the resource (17). When the authorization and authentication process
finishes, two tokens are returned: access token and id token. Through the id token it is possible
to know which of the revealed verifiable credentials are verified (trusted) or not (untrusted).

6.2 Service-centric authentication
Service-centric authentication is the component responsible for authentication and
authorization on the Service Provider side.
It provides standard authentication for administrative users and the ability to configure clients
for accessing Backplane services as a Marketplace administrator.
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For this purpose, an open source an OIDC certified Identity and Access Management system
has been chosen: Keycloak.
Keycloak provides a useful and user-friendly interface to configure users, groups, clients,
roles, scopes, federated identity providers to manage OIDC authentication and OAuth2
authorization.

Figure 20 : Keycloak interface
It is also possible to use Keycloak Admin REST API to create users and clients using an
administrative client.
Backplane services are configured to accept the access_token issued by the Data
Marketplace Keycloak instance so clients configured in the Keycloak instance could obtain an
access_token, though one of the possible OAuth flows (client credentials, authentication code,
username/password), to call Backplane services acting as a Marketplace administrator.
Moreover, the Keycloak instance is configured to accept the OIDC SSI Provider micro service
as federated Identity Provider, so it is able to manage the user-centric authentication in order
to authenticate i3Market users and authorize clients to operate on behalf of the i3Market user.
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Figure 21 : Keycloak sign-in with SSI login
Providing username and password the user log in as Marketplace user, otherwise using
“I3Market Identity” login the Authentication Code flow described in paragraph 5.3 and 6.1.6 is
initiated to authenticate the user and authorize the client.
At the end of the flow Keycloak provides the client the access token to invoke Backplane
services.
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7 Interfaces Description
The interfaces of the Verifiable Credential micro service and OIDC SSI Provider micro service,
composing the User-centric Authentication component, are presented below.

Figure 22 : Verifiable Credential micro service specification

Figure 23 : OIDC Provider specification
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8 Selected Technologies
To implement the solution, we have chosen to use uPort. This is because uPort has been a
more stable and established technology for a few years. It is also compatible with the reference
blockchain, which is Hyperledger Besu.
Both components (OIDC Provider and Verifiable Credential micro service) integrate the uPort
framework and take advantage of its features to manage DID and verifiable credentials.
The table below shows a summary for the evaluation of the candidate technologies towards
i3-Market requirements.

Table 6: Technology evaluation

management

OIDC
compatibility

Verifiable Credential

DID management

Requirements

uPort

Hyperledger
Indy/Aries

Ocean
protocol

Sidetree

Create DID

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Present DID

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rotate DID

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Recover DID

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Update DID

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Resolve DID

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Authenticate DID

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Deactivate DID

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sign Asset

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Verify Asset Signature

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Request VC

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Create VC

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Receive VC

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Store VC

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Verify VC

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Share VC

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Keep track of issued
VC

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Revoke VC

Yes

Yes

Yes

No*

Yes (with
some
effort)

Yes
(VCAuthN)

Yes (with
some effort)

No*

OIDC Authentication
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Sidetree is a protocol that enables W3C Decentralized Identifier (DID) implementations over
different ledgers, but existing implementations are in beta, i.e., may not be mature enough for
production use yet. Moreover it does not cover Verifiable Claim management features.
Ocean Protocol is a complete project with its own PoA blockchain, off-chain Data Storage,
metadata management, Smart Contract Management, Payments and so on.
It should be taken into account as a reference project for i3Market but it can’t be used as a
whole technology.
UPort and Hyperledger Indy/Aries are both valid technologies to use for implementing i3Market SSI Identity and Access Management solution.
UPort is better documented and has a lot of libraries and apps already available and tested
by the a considerably big community but documentation for the adoption of the libraries/SDK
in a custom deployment is often outdated if not missing and ease of adoption of the uPort
technology relies mainly on the use of their deployed ecosystems. However it should be easier
to customize and integrate in i3Market solution.
In fact Hyperledger Indy still relies solely on the Indy-SDK that can be tricky as it carries a lot
of heavy-weight assumptions like the need to use ZeroMQ, which browsers are not compatible
with because it requires RAW TCP access to communicate with the node.
Moreover the use of Rust programming language to write the Indy-SDK could make difficult to
customizing them.
Aries specifications and tools could be used to create custom SDK and agents that will be
able to interface both with Indy and Ethereum blockchain.
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9 Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Motivations
i3-Market aims to create a network of Data Marketplaces, to improve data exchange between
Data Consumers and Data Providers and to promote the born of new data services, ensuring
the necessary level of trust and respecting privacy principles.
To achieve this goals any client in the network must be able to authenticate i3-Market users
and the latter must be uniquely identified across the whole network.
Moreover i3-Market must provide trust and privacy “by design”, implementing data
minimization, explicit user consent, limitations on Purposes, accuracy of data, integrity and
confidentiality.
Current centralized and federated models don’t permit to reach these goals in an efficient and
dynamic way because of big issues related to integration, trust and privacy.
i3-MARKET consortium is composed by expert partners in areas like trust management,
privacy design and security deployment, our partners expertise resides in tangible
contributions and also development, which has conducted to decide using the approach of
self-sovereign identity management, an emerging digital identity solution that uses distributed
ledger and cryptography technologies to implement a user-centric authentication model
respecting privacy principles “by design”, an innovative contributions with high impact and
adoption from many research and developers communities.
In fact, through the use of Distributed Identifier (DID) and Verifiable Credentials (VC) users
can create and manage their own identities, control their personal data and credentials and
share them with an explicit consent, selecting only the necessary ones.
I3-market users are uniquely identified by DID and the VCs shared by the users could be
easily verified by third part application without involving the credential issuer, avoiding any
integration between i3-market stakeholders.

9.2 Technical contribution
One of the major challenges for a wide adoption of SSI technology is to hide the complexity of
DID authentication and Verifiable credentials management for existing business applications
and IAM system.
As reported in chapter 7 state-of-the-art SSI technologies are still work in progress and even
the most stable and best documented (uPort and Hyperledger Indy) are difficult to be
customized and integrated in a third part system.
Moreover these technologies only provide DID authentication and VC collection and
disclosure while the authorization part is completely delegated to the third part system.
In an authorization scenario such as the one defined in the i3-Market specifications, we need
a more secure authorization flow, capable of issuing specific authorization tokens for each
service, based on the credentials held by a user in his wallet.
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So, by extending a certified open source OIDC provider with uPort technology we have created
a new certified OIDC provider that requires verifiable credentials as scope in an Authorization
Code + PKCE flow which will then be revealed through the uPort wallet application. Thanks to
this new implementation, it is possible to authorize users based on the credentials obtained
through the most secure authorization flows (code flow + PKCE), in order to issue tokens that
contain the credential information revealed by the user. Furthermore, our OIDC authorization
server is very flexible and we can support the integration with other open-source technologies
for SSI.
This new OIDC SSI provider could be easily used by business applications through a standard
OIDC client library and federated in existing IAM system (like Keycloak) as external OIDC
provider, mapping verifiable credentials claims with roles and scopes taken in to account for
authorization policies.

9.3 Future Work
As future developments for the next release (R2) a migration from uPort to Veramo technology
will be done. The uPort company recently announced the launch of this new technology which
will make uPort deprecated. Veramo looks like a very promising framework, it integrates all
the uPort features and provides others that can be useful in integrating with the i3-Market
Smart Wallet.
Moreover current official European Commission’s initiatives about Blockchain and SelfSovereign Identity like EBSI and ESSIF will be evaluated to verify possible integrations or
synergies.
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Appendix A State of the art
This appendix reports the evaluation of SOTA technologies identified for the implementation
of the i3-MARKET Identity and Access management building block based on Self Sovereign
Identity. Starting from the information contained in the deliverable D2.1 the identified
technologies were mapped and evaluated against building block requirements specified in the
previous chapters, describing in detail how they provide each requirement and identifying
PROS and CONS of each technology.

9.4 UPort (UPC)
uPort was founded by Andres Junge and Rouven Heck in 2016 as a digital identity platform
anchored on the Ethereum blockchain. Nowadays, uPort has evolved to a constellation of
different services targeted to self-sovereign identity and secure and scalable data exchanges.
uPort was one of the first SSI technologies for the Ethereum ecosystem and it is likely to be
the most widely used, mainly because it has a complete ecosystem of libraries and mobile
apps that actually ease its adoption.

9.4.1 DID management
The management of DIDs in uPort has evolved from its appearance in 2016 and two resolve
methods have been defined since then: the original uport DID method and the modern, and
more efficient, ethr DID method.
In the uport DID method, the Method-Specific-Identifier was the address of a Proxy smart
contract; a specific one per identity. There was also an IdentityManager contract that was a
controller contract for Proxy contracts that was shared between users. The idea of using an
IdentityManager was to minimize gas costs compared to each user having to have their own
separate controller for their proxy, while still allowing the user to have full control over their
own proxy.
The IdentityManager added also some interesting features often missing in SSI solutions: the
ability to revoke and rotate individual keys, and to restore access if a device is lost.
However, the uport DID method approach required deploying one smart contract per identity,
which had an associated cost that was not wanted or just unacceptable in many scenarios.
Other approaches, such as the ERC725 Ethereum Identity Standard faced the same exact
issues. To a certain extent, identity creation should be free, and the authentication process
should be feasible to operate also in an off-blockchain environment. The ethr DID method and
the EIP 1056 were developed to satisfy those needs.
The ethr DID method allows any Ethereum account to become a valid identity without the need
of any kind of registration process. Since creating a valid Ethereum account is an offblockchain costless process, the identity creation is then for free. It is just in the case that we
need to update keys, add delegates, endpoints, etc. that a smart contract is deployed. If an
account is NOT listed in the contract, then it could be assumed that the key has not been
changed.
In the case that key management or additional attributes are required, the deployed smart
contract follows the EIP-1056 pattern, which utilizes a smart contract for a lightweight identity
management system intended explicitly for off-chain usage and ease of key delegation.
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Since each Ethereum transaction must be funded, there is a growing trend of on-chain
transactions that are authenticated via an externally created signature and not by the actual
transaction originator. This allows for 3rd party funding services, or for receivers to pay without
any fundamental changes to the underlying Ethereum architecture. These kinds of
transactions have to be signed by an actual key pair and thus cannot be used to represent
smart contract based Ethereum accounts. ERC-1056 proposes a way of a smart contract or
regular key pair delegating signing for various purposes to externally managed key pairs. This
allows a smart contract to be represented, both on-chain and off-chain or in payment channels
through temporary or permanent delegates.

9.4.1.1 DID creation/registration.
In order to create a ethr DID, an Ethereum address, i.e., key pair, needs to be generated. At
this point, no interaction with the target Ethereum network is required. The registration is
implicit as it is computationally unfeasible to brute force an Ethereum address, i.e., guessing
the private key for a given public key on the Koblitz Curve (secp256k). The holder of the private
key is the entity identified by the DID.
The minimal DID document for an Ethereum address, e.g.,
0xf3beac30c498d9e26865f34fcaa57dbb935b0d74 with no transactions to the
ERC1056 registry looks like this:
curl
https://uniresolver.io/1.0/identifiers/did:ethr:rinkeby:
0xb9c5714089478a327f09197987f16f9e5d936e8a
{
"@context": "https://w3id.org/did/v1",
"id": "did:ethr:0xb9c5714089478a327f09197987f16f9e5d936e8a",
"publicKey": [{
"id":
"did:ethr:0xb9c5714089478a327f09197987f16f9e5d936e8a#owner",
"type": "Secp256k1VerificationKey2018",
"owner": "did:ethr:0xb9c5714089478a327f09197987f16f9e5d936e8a",
"ethereumAddress": "0xb9c5714089478a327f09197987f16f9e5d936e8a"
}],
"authentication": [{
"type": "Secp256k1SignatureAuthentication2018",
"publicKey":
"did:ethr:0xb9c5714089478a327f09197987f16f9e5d936e8a#owner"
}]
}
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9.4.1.2 DID updating
A DID Document may be updated by invoking the relevant smart contract functions as defined
by the ERC-1056 standard. This includes changes to the identity owner, adding delegates and
adding additional attributes (such as service endpoints). These functions will trigger the
respective Ethereum events which are used to build the DID Document for a given identity.
Identity Owner
Each identity always has an owner address, which is by default the same as the identity
address. The current owner can be checked through the read only contract function
identityOwner(address identity) on the deployed version of the ERC1056 contract.
The identity owner will always have a publicKey with the id set as the DID with the fragment
#owner appended. An entry is also added to the authentication array of the DID document
with type Secp256k1SignatureAuthentication2018.
The ERC1056 contract publishes three types of events for each identity to build the DID
Document:
1. DIDOwnerChanged
2. DIDDelegateChanged
3. DIDAttributeChanged
If a change has ever been made for an identity the block number is stored in the changed
mapping, so the latest event can be efficiently looked up by checking for one of the 3 above
events at that exact block.
Each event also contains a previousChange value which contains the block number of the
previous change (if any). As a result, the following pseudo code could be used to watch all the
changes in history:
1. Call changed (address identity) on the ERC1056 contract.
2. If result is null return.
3. Filter for events for all the above types with the contracts address on the specified
block.
4. If event has a previous change then go to 3
Delegates
Currently, delegate keys are Ethereum addresses that can be general signing keys (veriKey)
or keys to perform authentication (sigAuth). Both are verifiable from Solidity. If a key delegation
is started, a DIDDelegateChanged event is published.
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event
DIDDelegateChanged(address
indexed
identity,
bytes32
delegateType, address delegate, uint validTo, uint previousChange );

Currently, the delegateTypes that can be in the DDO are:
1. veriKey which adds a Secp256k1VerificationKey2018 to the publicKey section of the
DID document.
2. sigAuth which adds a Secp256k1SignatureAuthentication2018 to the publicKey
section of document.
Note, the delegateType is a bytes32 type for Ethereum gas efficiency reasons and not a string.
Also, note that only events with a validTo in seconds greater or equal to the current time will
be included in the DID document.

Additional attributes
Non-Ethereum keys, service endpoints etc. can be added using attributes. Attributes only exist
on the blockchain as contract events of type DIDAttributeChanged and thus CANNOT be
queried from within solidity code.
event DIDAttributeChanged( address indexed identity, bytes32 name,
bytes value, uint validTo, uint previousChange );

While any attribute can be stored, for the DID document the ethr specification currently only
supports adding to the DID sections for Public Keys and Service Endpoints.
Public Keys
The format of the name of the attribute added to ERC1056 would be:
did/pub/(Secp256k1|RSA|Ed25519)/veriKey|sigAuth)/(hex|base64)

The name of the attribute is a bytes32 type for Ethereum gas efficiency reasons and not a
string. This restricts us to 32 bytes, which is why short hand attribute versions are used.
As
an
example,
for
public
key
0x02b97c30de767f084ce3080168ee293053ba33b235d7116a3263d29f1450936b71
, if the hex version is chosen, a DIDAttributeChanged event would generate a public key entry
in the DDO like the following:
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{
"id":
"did:ethr:0xf3beac30c498d9e26865f34fcaa57dbb935b0d74#delegate-1",
"type": "Secp256k1VerificationKey2018",
"owner": "did:ethr:0xf3beac30c498d9e26865f34fcaa57dbb935b0d74",
"publicKeyHex":
"02b97c30de767f084ce3080168ee293053ba33b235d7116a3263d29f1450936b71"
}

and with Base64, the entry would be:
{
"id":
"did:ethr:0xf3beac30c498d9e26865f34fcaa57dbb935b0d74#delegate-1",
"type": "Ed25519VerificationKey2018",
"owner": "did:ethr:0xf3beac30c498d9e26865f34fcaa57dbb935b0d74",
"publicKeyBase64": "uXww3nZ/CEzjCAFo7ikwU7ozsjXXEWoyY9KfFFCTa3E="
}

Service Endpoints
The name of the attribute should follow this format:
did/svc/[ServiceName]

A DIDAttributeChanged event with the name did/svc/HubService and value
https://example.com would generate a service endpoint entry in the DDO like the following:
{
"type": "HubService",
"serviceEndpoint": "https://example.com"
}

9.4.1.3 DID deletion/revocation
In case no changes were written to the ERC1056 contract, nothing special needs to be done.
It is only necessary to delete the private key which belongs to the Ethereum address from the
wallet on it was stored.
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If the ERC1056 contract was changed, several steps should be followed:
•

The owner of the smart contract needs to be set to 0x0. Although 0x0 is a valid
Ethereum address, this will indicate the identity has no owner which is a common
approach for invalidation also used, for instance, with tokens.

•

Other elements, includes delegates and additional attributes, of the DID Document may
be revoked explicitly by invoking the relevant smart contract functions as defined by
the EIP1056. All these functions will trigger the respective Ethereum events.

9.4.2 Verifiable Credentials management
Much like logging in, using uPort to request verified data about uPort mobile clients is simple.
The flow is similar to the login with DID but this time an array of verification titles is requested
to the client for its disclosure.

Figure 24 : uPort flow for requesting credentials data (claims)
As depicted in Error! Reference source not found., in uPort, claims are requested during
the Disclosure Request and sent to a user's mobile app during a Selective Disclosure Flow
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encoded in the scanned QR code. The uPort Wallet is able to securely store user claims and
disclosed when requested.
uPort’s Claims Spec allows requesting claims with very specific properties. The spec is based
on the claims spec in OpenID-Connect but adapted to also support Verifiable Claims. As a
result, it differentiates into User Info claims, created by the users themselves, and Verifiable
Claims, which are issued by external third party entities.
The User Info Spec is a json object that lives at the user_info key within the claims object.
It is not required, but provides flexibility in specifying the kind of necessary self-presented user
claims you need. Note that these are claims specifically made by the user themselves and are
not verifiable by an external party.
The User Info Spec defines a JSON object whose key name states the type of claim requested,
and that contains two optional key-value pairs:
-

essential. If set, a response should not be returned if user does not have this claim.

-

reason. A short string explaining why this claim is requested.

The Verifiable Claims spec is a json object that lives at the verifiable key within the
claims object. The spec extends the one for User Info claims adding information about the
issuer iss regarding how to verify the claims:
-

iss. An array of {did, url} objects where did is DID of allowed issuer of claims and
url is URL for obtaining claim. did is required but url is not.

An example object following the uPort Claims Spec could be
{
iss: 'did:web:somesite.com',
type: 'shareReq',
claims: {
verifiable: {
email: {
iss: [
{
did: 'did:web:uport.claims',
url: 'https://uport.claims/email'
},
{
did: 'did:web:sobol.io',
url: 'https://sobol.io/verify'
}
],
reason: 'We need to be able to email you'
},
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nationalIdentity: {
essential: true,
iss: [
{
did: 'did:web:idverifier.claims',
url: 'https://idverifier.example'
}
],
reason: 'To legally be able to open your account'
}
},
user_info: {
name: {
essential: true,
reason: "Show your name to other users"
},
country: null
}
}
}

Per the OpenId spec if the value of a claim type in the object is null then this claim is considered
to be non-essential.

9.4.3 OIDC client compatibility
Although the authentication flow in uPort does not follow any of the standard flows of OIDC,
uPort’s Claims Spec is heavily based on the OIDC one. Therefore, integrating uPort identities
into a standard OIDC flow should not be especially hard.

9.4.4 PROS and CONS
Pros:
-

Libraries and apps already available and tested by the a considerably big community

-

The source code is licensed under Apache 2.0, which ensures that the fact of using,
modifying or redistributing it will not infringe any patents.

-

No transaction fee on identity creation

-

Uses Ethereum’s built-in account abstraction

-

Multi-sig wallet for identity owner
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-

Decoupling claims data from the underlying identity

-

Decoupling Ethereum interaction from the underlying identity

-

Flexibility to use key management

-

Flexibility to allow third-party funding service to pay the gas fee if needed

-

Supports any EVM-compliant blockchain

-

Since the spec of the uPort claims is mainly based on the OIDC one, it should be easy to
integrate a uPort identity provider in standard OIDC flows.

Cons:
-

Ease of adoption of the uPort technology relies on the use of their deployed ecosystems.

-

Documentation for the adoption of the libraries/SDK in a custom deployment is often
outdated if not missing.

9.5 Hyperledger Indy/Aries
Hyperledger Indy is a decentralized identity implementation including support for a ledger,
DIDs and verifiable credentials created from Sovrin source code.
Indy provides tools, libraries, and reusable components for providing digital identities rooted
on blockchains or other distributed ledgers so that they are interoperable across administrative
domains, applications, and any other silo.
Indy is in active development across the following areas:
Distributed Ledger
•

indy-node

•

indy-plenum

Client Tools
•

indy-sdk (superseded by project aries)

•

indy-agent (superseded by project aries)

Shared Components
•

indy-hipe

•

ursa

Aries is the agent (client) part of a decentralized identity (ledger, DIDs, verifiable credentials)
application that is intended to be agnostic to the underlying ledger/DIDs/verifiable credentials
layer. Aries allows trusted online peer-to-peer interactions based on decentralized identities
and verifiable credentials and includes a protocol definition, tools, and reference
implementations.
The Aries protocol does not implement any DID management solution but supports identities
rooted in a variety of distributed ledgers or blockchains.
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Aries provide specifications and frameworks for various languages (javascript, go, dotnet) for
building SSI Agents and DIDComm services that aims to be compliant and interoperable with
the standards defined in the Aries RFCs.
Implementations of Aries Protocol are Indy SDK and the Evernym products “Connect.Me” and
“Verity”.
The rationale for splitting out Aries from Indy is apparent from the four-layer self-sovereign
identity (SSI) architecture diagram below

Figure 25 : Hyperledger Aries/Indy Architecture
When it first began, the Hyperledger Indy project included code for all three of the lower
layers—for the Indy SSI ledger at layer 1; for SSI agents, wallets and DID-to-DID
communications at layer 2, and for ZKP-based credential exchange at layer 3.
Separating out layer 2 and 3 code into a new independent project brings clarity to the fact that
the goal of this four-layer stack is universal interoperability among all SSI ledgers, agents,
wallets, verifiable credentials, and governance frameworks
The following diagram shows how Aries has factored out the agent and wallet components
into standalone code bases that will use the Ursa crypto library for crypto operations and run
the DID communications protocol on top of the Indy ledger or any other DID method that
supports DID communications, including the P2P did:peer: method that does not require a
ledger.
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Figure 26 : Hyperledger Aries framework

9.5.1 DID management
DID management provided by Indy is based on Sovrin implementation and provides DID
Creation, Update, Resolve and Revocation operations [1].
In case the identity is theft or loss it can be recovered again by requesting an identity provider
with a supporting identity proof document. As the identity provider would have the details
stored on the distributed ledger, the decentralized identity can be re-issued.
Identity validators can re-validate the identity with the help of biometrics information saved on
the ledger. An identity owner is then verified and can recover the lost decentralized identity.
As the ledger is public, it is essential to ensure that the personally identifiable information
should not be exposed on the ledger. Only the following items are stored on the ledger to
ensure the privacy of a public ledger:
•

DIDs: Decentralized identifiers which are pairwise unique.

•

Public Keys: Allow encrypted interaction with the identity owner.

•

Service Endpoints: Allow communication with the identity owner through an associated agent.

•

Proofs: Zero-knowledge proof or hashed artifacts to enable identity owners, validators and
dependent parties to verify the validity period of specific information.
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In Sovrin architecture, each DID has a corresponding private agent—with its own
pseudonymous network address—from which the identity owner can exchange verifiable
claims and any other data with another identity owner over an encrypted private channel.
The creation of a DID known to the Ledger is an identity record itself, also called a NYM
transaction. A NYM transaction can be used for creation of new DIDs that is known to a ledger.
As NYM ledger transactions of Hyperledger Indy include both a verkey and an optional alias
field, we can use them for binding a human readable name and a public key together for a
specific DID. A DID verkey is a public key for an Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(EdDSA) signature scheme using SHA512 hashing with the Ed25119 curve, i.e., an elliptic
curve offering 128 bits of security, also suitable for generating X.509 certificates. Revocation
of X.509 certificates can be supported by updating NYM transactions and the respective DIDs.

9.5.2 Verifiable Credentials management
Verifiable credentials management provided by Indy is based on Sovrin implementation and
provides Issuing, Acquiring, Storing, Presenting, Requesting and Verifying operations.
Indy supports both public and private claims. Public (on-ledger) claims are stored directly on
the Sovrin ledger. Whether plain text or encrypted, claims that are publicly visible on the ledger
should not contain personally identifiable information (PII). Private claims are stored off-ledger
by an associated agent in a private container that is not publicly visible, searchable, or
correlatable.
Indy supports five claim types, which store claim data as JSON objects.
•

Cleartext claims are directly readable, with no hashing or encryption, with no
expectation of privacy; for information that is a matter of public record.

•

Encrypted claims contain an encrypted version of a cleartext claim, that may be
decrypted with a private key.

•

Hash signature claims contain a specially encrypted tree of cleartext claims, so the
identity owner can selectively reveal specific claims to relying parties.

•

Proof of existence claims (aka POE claims or hash claims) are hashes of a digital
object, enabling an identity owner to prove that object existed at a point in time. POE
claims are useful for proving consent as required under EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). The hash doesn’t reveal information about the consent, or the
relationship between parties, but can be used by either to prove consent was granted.

•

Anonymous credentials transmit claims are Zero Knowledge Proofs about a claim. The
classic example of an anonymous credential is a proof of age (i.e., “over 21”) that does
not reveal the actual birthdate.

Indy provides the built-in support for Zero-knowledge proofs to avoid unwanted disclosure of
identity attributes.
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9.5.3 OIDC client compatibility
VCAuthN for OIDC is a project from the government of British Columbia using the Aries
DIDComm protocol between the identity holder and the OIDC Provider. The OIDC Provider
takes the verifier role in the SSI terminology. The VCAuthN project integrates with both the
implicit and authorization code flows. VCAuthN relies on VC presentations to extract attributes
for the ID token containing user information. The VC presentations are presented either
through a QR code or a deep link to the identity wallet mobile app.
For supporting the OIDC standard claim set in a trusted manner, all we need with Hyperledger
Indy is a SCHEMA and CLAIM_DEF including all attributes. In this scenario, the end user does
not even need an account at the SSI OIDC Provider, and would be able to log in with
credentials from any issuer, e.g., via using the Sovrin network or others.
For authorization with our SSI-powered OIDC provider, we can rely on an authcrypted, i.e., a
public key authenticated encrypted and DID-signed message. Thus, we propose an additional
VC-based authentication factor, where the requested VCs contain the necessary user
information. There are three main benefits for the aforementioned process. First, the user data
sent to the relying party is retrieved directly from the user. Second, we have the opportunity to
gather additional information about our user. Third, VCs can establish more trust in user
account information. Receiving and verifying data from the holder in the form of a proof request
would be a benefit from a trust, privacy, and flexibility perspective. If the verifier receives a
proof, where the attributes are signed by a specific government, he could be virtually sure that
the holder’s real identity is revealed. Yet, the holder would also have the chance to send selfsigned credentials for privacy reasons. Furthermore, this would also enable any Sovrin issuer
to be part of the SSI OIDC Provider, thus help us achieving the goal of decentralizing identity,
and giving end users a real opportunity to choose their preferred carrier from a much larger
number of candidates than they have today. Still, application developers would only need to
integrate the SSI OIDC provider with their web services, and yet they would be able to support
login with accounts from more than one IdP. A design decision about DID authentication for
OIDC is if we conduct the VC proof and DID exchanges in one or two steps. Note, that a single
step VC exchange can only be done once the SSI OIDC Provider has already established a
pairwise DID connection, i.e., unique DIDs and related keys are already exchanged, with the
end user, or if both parties have a public DID written on the distributed ledger. Furthermore,
the SSI OIDC Provider also needs to know the DID of the user beforehand, so the proof
request can be sent to the holder. For the one-step proof exchange communication between
the holder and verifier can be encrypted and decrypted with the public and private keys of their
DIDs.

9.5.4 PROS and CONS
PROS
•
•

Indy has one of the most mature codebase and an engaged community around it,
researching, asking questions and working towards the maturity of the ecosystem.
With the separation of the credentials exchange and agent-to-agent layers from Indy,
Aries focuses on interoperability among different agents, wallets, and credentials.
Through the pluggable resolver interface, this interoperability also extends to other DID
networks, such as Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric

CONS
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•
•

The solution still relies solely on the Indy-SDK that can be tricky as it carries a lot of
heavy-weight assumptions like the need to use ZeroMQ, which browsers are not
compatible with because it requires RAW TCP access to communicate with the node
The use of Rust programming language to write the Indy-SDK that could make
difficult to customizing them. In opposition, Ethereum has many libraries compiled in
many languages. There’s Go, Python, C#, Node.js, Javascript. The idea behind this
was to make it easier for someone to be able to read and start contributing to it.

9.6 Ocean Protocol
9.6.1 DID management
DID management in Ocean Protocol is supported as follow: each Ocean user, asset, and
group of users (clan) gets an identity in the form of a DID (Decentralized Identifier) and
associated DDOs (DID Descriptor Objects) improving in this way discoverability and usability
of data assets.
As it is explained in Error! Reference source not found. “a DID has its own associated DDO, w
hich includes claims and metadata. Some of that metadata points to specific asset resources.
Metadata is stored in OceanDB that is running by marketplaces. With large scale of metadata,
discoverability is an indispensable functionality to search for needed assets”.

In addition, Keeper Contracts’ service execution agreements (SEAs) grant access to specific assets
for specific users or clans as it is shown in Figure 27 : Ocean protocol DID management
.

Figure 27 : Ocean protocol DID management
Broadly speaking, we can say that SEAs are the fundamental building blocks to demonstrate
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provenance, dispute resolution, reward mechanics, etc. Consists of various service conditions
on the Ocean network and complies with specific data services.

9.6.2 Verifiable Credentials management
Considering that veriﬁable credentials are essentially digital versions of physical credentials,
that are more tamper-evident by utilizing cryptography, we describe in general terms how
verifiable credential management is supported in Ocean Protocol.
As it is was already introduced in section 9.6.1 and deeply described in Error! Reference
source not found., a DID is a unique identifier that can be resolved or de-referenced to a
standard resource describing the entity (a DID Document or DDO). If we apply this to Ocean,
the DID would be the unique identifier of an object represented in Ocean. The DDO should
include the metadata information associated with this object. The DDO is stored off-chain in
Ocean.
If a DID is the index key in a key-value pair, then the DID Document or DDO is the value to
which the index key points. The combination of a DID and its associated DID Document forms
the root record for a decentralized identifier.
A DDO document is composed of standard DDO attributes:
• @context
• id
• created
• updated
• publicKey
• authentication
• proof
• verifiableCredential
• DataToken
• service
Asset metadata can be included as one of the objects inside the "service" array, with
type "metadata".
Each type of asset (dataset, algorithm, workflow, etc, ..) typically will have associated different
kind of services. There are multiple type of services that are commonly added to all the assets:
• metadata - describing the asset
• provenance - describing the asset provenance
• access - describing how the asset can be downloaded
• compute - describing how the asset can be computed upon
Finally, a proof on a DID Document is cryptographic proof of the integrity of the DID Document.
In the DID Specification the proof attribute is optional. We enforce the usage of
the proof attribute to demonstrate the Owner of an Asset is signing the proof of integrity of
some Asset attributes.
The DID Document (DDO) should include the following proof information:
• type - Type of proof
• created - Date and time when the proof was created
• creator - Address of the user providing the proof
• signatureValue - Result of the signature given by the creator
• checksum - Checksums of the individual services included in the DDO
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9.6.3 OIDC client compatibility
First at all, it is important introduces to Squid as the tool is supporting the main API for Ocean
Protocol. Squid is a High Level specification API abstracting the interaction with the most
relevant Ocean Protocol components. It allows one to use Ocean capabilities without worrying
about the details of the underlying Keeper Contracts or metadata storage systems.
As it is described Error! Reference source not found. users will be authenticated if squid is c
onfigured to use proxy_auth ACLs. Browsers send the user's authentication credentials in the
HTTP Authorization: request header.
If Squid gets a request and the http_access rule list gets to a proxy_auth ACL or an external
ACL (external_acl_type) with %LOGIN parameter, Squid looks for the Authorization: header.
If the header is present, Squid decodes it and extracts a user credentials.
If the header is missing, Squid returns an HTTP reply with status 407 (Proxy Authentication
Required). The user agent (browser) receives the 407 reply and then attempts to locate the
users credentials. Sometimes this means a background lookup, sometimes a popup prompt
for the user to enter a name and password. The name and password are encoded, and sent
in the Authorization header for subsequent requests to the proxy.
The Squid source code bundles with a few authentication backends ("helpers") for
authentication. These include:
• DB: Uses a SQL database.
• getpwam: Uses the old-fashioned Unix password file.
• LDAP: Uses the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol.
• MSNT: Uses a Windows NT authentication domain.
• MSNT-multi-domain: Allows login to one of multiple Windows NT domains.
• NCSA: Uses an NCSA-style username and password file.
• NIS (or YP): Uses the NIS database
• PAM: Uses the Unix Pluggable Authentication Modules scheme.
• POP3: Uses an email server to validate credentials. Useful for single-sign-on to proxy
and email.
• RADIUS: Uses a RADIUS server for login validation.
• SASL: Uses SASL libraries.
• SMB: Uses a SMB server like Windows NT or Samba.
• SSPI: Windows native authenticator
To support OpenID over Squid it is needed an integration with additional tools, including an
Authentication Server as part of the solution. A possible solution could be based on Jazz
Authorization Server (JAS) and Squid cache server to work together such that the squid proxy
acts as a web accelerator. Further details about the process are provided in Error! Reference s
ource not found..

9.6.4 PROS and CONS
To report on the pros and cons about the usage of Ocean protocol to support SSI on i3market,
it is important to clarify that Ocean Protocol SSI is based on uPort. uPort is an open-source
Ethereum based blockchain solution Error! Reference source not found.. An identity is c
reated through an app. This app holds all the data linked to the identity. It also holds the private
keys, used to sign attestations and share them with others. Storing the data locally provides
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control over and access to the identity for the user and enforces them to provide consent
before others can use the information. uPort identities are capable of signing attestations
about other identities and publish them on the blockchain, increasing the trustworthiness of
such claims. As only other uPort identities are able to attest, uPort lacks portability. The only
other information stored publicly on the blockchain is a Decentralized ID (DID). DIDs are used
as the identity and link to the public key of the user. All the requests and responses are
transferred using industry standards, representing all different kinds of private information in
a structured manner providing interoperability.
The identity consists also of several smart contracts placed on the blockchain. One is used to
allow a persistent digital identity.
Once introduced uPort, we take advantage of the evaluation criteria used in Error! Reference
source not found. to be able to discuss and reason about the need of Ocean Protocol SSI
on i3Market. These criteria are the followings:
1) Existence. Users must have an independent existence.
2) Control. Users must control their identities.
3) Access. Users must have access to their own data.
4) Transparency. Systems and algorithms must be transparent.
5) Persistence. Identities must be long-lived.
6) Portability. Information and services about identity must be transportable.
7) Interoperability. Identities should be as widely usable as possible.
8) Consent. Users must agree to the use of their identity.
9) Minimalization. Disclosure of claims must be minimized.
10) Protection. The rights of users must be protected.
11) Provable. Claims must be shown to hold true.
Based on Error! Reference source not found. table I we can conclude the Ocean Protocol S
SI implementation satisfied the following criteria: Existence, Control, Access, Transparency,
Persistence, Interoperability, Consent, Protection and Provable. Portability and Minimalization
are not supported.

9.7 Sidetree
Sidetree is a protocol that enables W3C Decentralized Identifier (DID) implementations.
Sidetree protocol implementations can rely on existing ledgers (e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum or any
other) for anchoring DID management operations. The security properties of corresponding
DID Method is dependent on the ledger. Sidetree protocol implementations can be fully open,
permissionless and do not need an additional consensus mechanism. The system works
without trusted authorities and intermediaries.
Sidetree based DID Method implementations are overlay networks composed of independent
peer nodes that observe an underlying ledger, replicate ledger-anchored DID operations and
follow the rules defined in the Sidetree specification to form a consistent view of all DIDs in
the network.
There exist at least two Sidetree protocol implementations: one is based on Bitcoin
(did:ion), the other is based on Ethereum (did:elem). Anybody is free to implement
another option and while underlying technical details may differ, all Sidetree compliant
implementations are interoperable within the W3C Decentralized Identifier architecture.
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This section gives details on how the Sidetree protocol supports the requirements of Identity
and Access Management building block. It should be noted that comparing an abstract
protocol (Sidetree) to specific platforms or system implementations (e.g., uPort, Hyperledger
Indy) may result in inaccurate conclusions due to the different nature of compared objects.
Hence, one must be careful when interpreting the comparison results and a further analysis
regarding some specific aspects may be required.

9.7.1 DID management
The following features related to DID management features are listed as requirements for i3MARKET Identity and Access management building block based on Self Sovereign Identity.
For each requirement we describe if and how the Sidetree protocol supports the feature.
•

Create DID: The Sidetree protocol defines a process for creating DIDs. This process
include the generation of a key pair, generating a public key commitment using the
defined public key commitment scheme, and generation of a recovery key pair. The
protocol defines no restrictions on who can create DIDs as the DIDs are selfcertifying, that is, the DID suffix is derived from the initial PKI state of the DID using a
defined hashing process.

•

Present DID: Sidetree DIDs are presented as defined in the W3C Decentralized
Indentifiers specification. To verify the status of the presented identifier, one can
query a DID resolver of corresponding DID Method to retrieve DID metadata.

•

Rotate DID: DID rotation is not specified in the protocol. It is possible to update a DID
to rotate keys.

•

Recover DID: When creating a DID, a recovery key must be specified. The protocol
defines a recovery process that can be used to update a DID using the recovery key.

•

Verify Asset Signature: The Sidetree protocol does not define a process for verifying
asset signatures. An additional process has to be introduced to verify asset
signatures. The protocol provides means for resolving a DID and finding verification
keys, so this feature can be used as a basis for asset signature verification.

•

Sign Assets: The Sidetree protocol does not define a process for signing assets. An
additional process has to be introduced to verify asset signatures. The protocol
provides means for resolving a DID and finding verification keys.

•

Deactivate DID: The Sidetree protocol defines an operation for DID deactivation.

•

Resolve DID: DID resolution is performed by nodes implementing the Sidetree
protocol. The nodes monitor a ledger for specific transactions, then fetch and cache
DID related data (Anchor files, Map files, Chunk files) from IPFS. Based on the
authenticated data, a resolver reconstructs the status of DIDs.

•

Authenticate DID: The Sidetree protocol defines means for resolving a did and
fetching DID metadata according to the W3C Decentralized Identifiers specification.
Keys associated with a DID can be used to authenticate a DID using a suitable
protocol. The Sidetree protocol itself does not specify any constraints on how to
authenticate DIDs.
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9.7.2 Verifiable Credentials management
The following features related to Verifiable Credential management features are listed as
requirements for i3-MARKET Identity and Access management building block based on Self
Sovereign Identity:
•

Request Verifiable Credential

•

Receive Verifiable Credential

•

Verify Verifiable Credential

•

Share Verifiable Credential

•

Store Verifiable Credential

•

Create Verifiable Credential

•

Issue Verifiable Credential

•

Keep track of issued Verifiable Credentials

•

Revoke Verifiable Credential

As the Sidetree protocol is designed to solve DID management issues, handling Verifiable
Credentials is not directly in the scope of the Sidetree protocol. Therefore, none of the
requirements are explicitly covered. However, the Sidetree protocol provides DIDs and a DPKI
that is fully compatible with Verifiable Credentials and can be as a basis for implementing VC
management systems. It relies on JSON Web Signatures for authentication and integrity
protection of DID Operations.

9.7.3 OIDC client compatibility
Existing OIDC clients can make full use of DIDs created and managed according to the
Sidetree protocol. To utilize it DIDs, OPs must have access to a node running the
corresponding Sidetree protocol implementation.
Sidetree protocol implementations may be based on different DID ancoring/publishing
mechanisms, for example, Bitcoin, Ethereum or some private permissioned ledger. Assuming
that the ledger is publicly readable, an OIDC-compliant client does not need to rely on any
private or centralized OP as all information needed for resolving DIDs, finding keys and other
DID attributes is available in a standardized from.

9.7.4 PROS and CONS
PROS
•
•

Sidetree is based on W3C DID specification, therefore compatible and interoperable
with other DID management protocols and implementations that follow the same DID
specification.
Flexible, relies on existing standards and solutions, security depends on the
publishing mechanism (ledger).
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•
•
•

Sidetree is a protocol specification, several implementations may exist with different
properties. At least two implementations exist (Bitcoin – ION did:ion, Ethereum –
Elem did:elem).
Sidetree is designed to work with public permissionless ledgers, but in principle also
works with permission systems.
Relatively simple to set up and operate, because the nodes in the network are
independent and do not require coordination.

CONS
•
•
•
•

Implementations are in beta, i.e., may not be mature enough for production use yet.
Depends on IPFS that may lack production grade implementations.
Sidetree does not cover Verifiable Claim management features (although this could
also be seen as a desired property).
As it is the case with most SSI solutions, the Sidetree protocol does not provide
indication of the trustworthiness of the DID controller. Therefore, the system utilizing
a Sidetree implementation for DID management must also include means for
establishing reputation/trust of DIDs.
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